
Coca-Cola European Partners
Understandable communication for greater pension awareness

“The innovative online portal where our people can 
�nd all relevant information in one place is really 
different from other providers and was decisive for us 
in choosing LifeSight for our pension plan. It's 
important to us that our employees can get to grips 
with their pension in an easily accessible way. A portal 
that is intuitive and easy to understand helps 
enormously. Especially with the introduction of a new 
pension system, in which pension accrual becomes 
more individual for participants in the collective plan, 
it is very important that our people know about their 
pension”, says Monique Valk, Senior Manager 
Rewards at Coca-Cola European Partners Netherlands.

The situation
Coca-Cola European Partners Netherlands (CCEP NL) produces, 
distributes and/or sells Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola zero sugar, Coca-Cola light, 
Fanta, Sprite, Aquarius and many other drinks.

CCEP NL is a leader in a growing sector and invests continuously in 
interesting new products, innovative technologies, and fresh ideas.
All to expand the business in a sustainable way, to serve customers 
better and to create a workplace in which everyone can grow, develop, 
and belong.

The company not only wants to deliver results for customers and 
shareholders, but also to give people and the planet a better future. It is 
proud to be at the heart of society and to give something back in return.

CCEP NL employs about 750 people in the Netherlands. Inclusion and
diversity is central to the organization. Within the company there is
a culture where everyone can be themselves, is appreciated and 
belongs. 

The approach
A pension plan that �ts in with this culture and is easily accessible to 
everyone is appropriate. So, when the contract with the previous 
pension provider expired and CCEP NL started looking for a new 
provider, an easily understandable portal was the most important 
selection criterion.

Together with the pension advisor, a tender was drawn up and an inventory of the market was made, looking for the 
most innovative parties. The Works Council and trade unions were closely involved in the process.

In addition to the portal, easy and understandable communication and guidance for employees were crucial starting 
points in the selection process. CCEP NL wanted to increase pension awareness among its employees, and a layered 
communication approach helps in this respect. Retirement is an important employment condition and awareness 
increases appreciation and engagement.
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The result
For CCEP NL, accessible communication towards its employees is the most important thing. Given the duty of care that 
you have as a good employer, the company wants to arrange things as well as possible for its people. In that context, 
CCEP NL offers its employees information on several platforms. First, the Benify portal with all employment conditions. 
Then the pension landing page of PensioenBij. Next, the intuitive pension portal of LifeSight, which now connects 
seamlessly and offers personal insight and �nancial planning, and where choices can be made. This gives employees 
easy access to their pension capital, both via the website and via an app, whichever best suits the employee's needs.

For many people, retirement is an abstract subject. At LifeSight, we like to keep things as simple as possible, with clear 
language and as much as possible tailored to the personal situation. At a glance, you can see how much pension has 
already been accrued, what the pension outlook is and how the employee can in�uence it.

Also, with the introduction of a new pension system, LifeSight is the partner of choice for companies that want to work 
with a pension provider that provides clarity and engagement when it comes to pensions. This ensures that employees 
know what they can expect from their pension and what they can do themselves. LifeSight provides clear language and 
a comprehensible portal so that pensions are clear to everyone.

CCEP NL and LifeSight have now implemented the plan for the approximately 750 employees in the Netherlands. 
People & Culture of CCEP NL, PensioenBij and LifeSight jointly informed employees about the new pension plan with 
presentations and webinars. In addition, more than 200 employees have had individual meetings to gain an even better 
insight into their pension situation.
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